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( Developmental History of Indian Eiducation )
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Pass Marks: 32/24
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The figures in the margin indicate full marks
for the questions

1. "^55^5 ^ ̂  %T : 1x8=8

Answer the following questions in brief:

(a) ^ ^

What is the name of initiation ceremony

of education in the Buddhist period?

(b) v|^oiv|H ^ ^ 1% ?
What is the name of higher education
institution of the Muslim education

system?

(c)

Which educational document is known
as the Magna Carta of Indian education?
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( 2 )

(d) >Vbr^ 0*1^ 1*1^ C*PH

Who was the Chairman of the Indian

Education Commission, 1882?

(e)

What is the alternate name of basic

education?

(f) C^HcUl "mi

Which amendment of the Indian

Constitution included education under

the Concurrent List?

(g) ftW iO+^+®
wK 1^?

Which commission suggested the
10+2+3 structure of education?

(h) cw WT ^ ̂3^ 7

In which year was the National
Knowledge Commission formulated?

2. "5^ (^1^ "f^ : 4x5=20

Write short notes on the following :

(a) WtT® ̂  ftW WT
System of Higher Education in Nalanda

(b) ^ ^
Importance of women-education in
Muslim education system
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( 3 )

(c)

Concept of downward filtration theory

(d) ^ ^
Main recommendations of the Gokhale's
Bill, 1910

(e) RhIM^
Objectives of the formation of the
Navodaya Vidyalaya

3.

Write the characteristics of Vedic education.
Or

^  W^lTRi

W I

Discuss the organization and finance of
Buddhist education.

4. siM-'flWH ^ ̂
Discuss briefly the Anglicist-Classicist
controversy.

Or

'stiOTf ai"^ ̂  awlHt
I

Mention the recommendations of the Hunter
Commission regarding primary education.

'  6+6=12

Mention the chief characteristics of basic
education. Write the causes of failure of basic
education.
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( 4 )

wr/ Or

<pi<8fc»i 1^ ft 001^51 ? ̂ic«in>ii I 12

What steps were taken by Lord Curzon to
control and improve secondary education of
India? Discuss.

6. o^l<p «iic«iioii <p^i I 10

Discuss briefly the constitutional provisions
of Indian education.

Or

^51^ ^ ̂\9\m

Discuss briefly the recommendations of the
Mudaliar Commission for the reforming of
secondary education of India.

7. ^ ^ ' 10

Mention the main aspects of the National
Education Policy, 1986.

"SMm/ Or

I

Mention the practical aspects of 'education
and national objectives' of the Kothari
Commission.
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